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ABSTRACT

A phenomenological modeling is proposed for physicochemical systems that evolve by initiation

and erovvth of well distinct defects. It consists in a mathematical treatment of data on the evolution of

defect distribution, which leads to the knowledge of evolution parameters ultimately usable for

behaviour predictions. A method is given for calculating a validity parameter which quantifies the

pertinence of the choice for analytical representations. An example of application to localized

corrosion is given with the intergranular stress corrosion cracking of Alloy 600 in high temperature

water.

NOMENCLATURE

efii- emd- e'ind- ^ai ; evaluation parameters

flg, fu: growth and initiation functions

fs: shape function

H(x): Heaviside function

k. k,, ki, k~, ko: dimensionless parameters

1: delect size

1LT: critical crack depth

lmax: maximal defect size

Ig: initial defect size

I0J113x: size of defects initiated at time zero

lt: defect trace size

I11: arbitrary length

ITi1-J1, m'f;,: evaluation parameters

Pxgy- P-uy: x-leve! growth and initiation parameters

S: initiation zone extent

S5: section extent

t: test time

tu: arbitrary time

t,-: time to failure

y: distance of a defect centre from the section

v: growth rate

w: initiation rate

W: density of defects initiated between 0 and t

W1: total defect density

Z: defect evolution function

Z0: initial distribution

Z t : trace evolution function

cc: shape factor

e: global strain

e: global strain rate

a: true global stress

a.,: arbitrary stress
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Macroscopic modeling of physicochemical processes makes extensive use of kinetics to predict

reaction rates. When interfaces take part in the process considered, evolution of interfacial shape has

also To be predicted. Interdependence of purely physicochemical kinetics and morphological kinetics

originatfes mathematical difficulties which are probably one of the reasons for the relatively poor

prediction capability of certain applied sciences, such as localized corrosion. The aim of this paper is

to demonstrate that it is possible to take advantage of this interdependence to propose a modeling

methodology liable to improve the current prediction tools.

2 - A GENERAL FORMULATION OF INITLVTION AND GROWTH PHENOMENA

2.1 - Context: physicochemical kinetics and morphological kinetics. Defect systems

In physicochemistry, number of situations are encountered where well distinct "defects" initiate

in a certain "zone" and grow in the same and/or in another zone. The term defect has here to be

considered in a very general sense: so defects can be cracks, pits, voids, grooves, but also crystals,

droplets, precipitates, inclusions, etc... In such an evolving defect system, the shape of the interface

between the defects and their environment generally changes with time. The system can then be

considered to be the subject of Morphological Interfacial Instability (VfII). Since this overall

deformation results from the growth of discrete elements (the defects), this Mil is local (see [I]),

compared to global Mils which refer to physicochemical systems that, even when composed of

homogeneous and isotropic media, are liable to exhibit a morphological instability extending to their

whole interface. It was shown, in another paper [1], that, in the case of global Mils, it was possible to

deduce, from data of physicochemical kinetics (specially the mathematical forms of the reaction rate

functions), some trends of the morphological kinetics, and that, reciprocally, the evolution of the

interface shape brought information on physicochemical kinetics. It will be proved in this paper that

this link also exists for local Mils and is even tighter.

2.2 - Tests of a defect system

Like other types of physicochemical systems, a defect system is liable to be the subject of tests.

The meaning of this word is here very general: it refers to the particular evolution of a given system in

given physicochemical conditions. A test could be for instance a laboratory experiment, but also an in-

service behaviour for a component of an industrial plant.
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The purpose of research is usually to derive, from a few tests, general informations permitting

the prediction of the results of other tests. From a practical point of view, applied research uses the

results of laboratory tests to evaluate "real" behaviour (here considered as another "test"), but, as will

be illustrated in the following paragraphs, this procedure needs much caution.

2 3 - Physicochemical parameters. Morphological parameters

At each time, in a given test, a defect system can be described by the values of two different

series of parameters:

- in a first series lie parameters like temperature, concentrations, mechanical stresses, e tc . ,

characterizing the physicochemical conditions of the system at each point: these are the

physicochemical parameters :

- in a second series lie parameters like the individual or total defect extent (extent being length

or area or volume), or the total number of defects per extent unit, e t c . , characterizing the defects

and their distribution: they will be called morphological parameters.

2.4 - Basic hypotheses. Reference defect system

A notable simplification in the formulation will be provided by the following assumptions.

1. Large scale homogeneity: though heterogeneous at a small scale (the scale of the defects), the

system is assumed to be homogeneous at a large scale. At each time, different parts of same extent of

its initiation zone and of its growth zone, respectively, are all statistically identical at a scale

sufficiently larger than the defect scale.

2. Existence of regular regions: at each time, the initiation zone and the growth zone, respectively,

include, between defects, large regular regions where all the physicochemical parameters are constant

in space, and equal for all these regions. Possible gradient regions, near the defects, are assumed to be

much less extended than the regular regions. The physicochemical parameters of the regular regions

will be referred to as global physicochemical parameters, those in the gradient regions being the local

physicochemical parameters. Similarly, morphological parameters relating to the whole defect system

will be called global morphological parameters, those of the individual defects being the local

morphological parameters.

3. Defect individuality: defects never exhibit division nor regrouping. This assumption does not

exclude a possible interaction between defects: lor instance, initiation and/or growth of individual
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corrosion pits may, for reasons of electrochemical coupling, depend on the total pit area, and so on

the presence of other pits.

4. Unidimensionalgrowth: the evolution with time of only one spatial parameter (the defect size)

is strictly necessary for complete description of the growth of a defect. Other defect spatial

parameters are assumed to be a priori deducible from this knowledge.

5. Absence of overtaking: the system is supposed to follow always the following restrictive

condition. If, at a given time t, two defects are of different sizes, the smallest of them will remain

smaller than the other one, at any later time.

6. Stochastic initiation: though the exact position, in a given part of the initiation zone, of a

defect initiating between a aiven time t and a slightly later time t + dt is not necessarily determined,

the probability of such an event is supposed to be knowable. Hypothesis 1 implies that, at each time,

this probability is the same for all parts of the initiation zone having the same extent. However, this

probability may vary with time.

7. Deterministic growth: at a given time, the growth rate of a defect is assumed to be completely

determined, once given the size of this defect. "Apparent" deterministic growths will be accepted, i.e.

resulting from successive arrests and restarts of the defects, provided that the probabilities of these

last events are well defined functions of time and of defect size and that the mean time intervals

between them are sufficiently short compared to the considered observation scale.

8. Absence of defect transfer, even in the case where defects grow in a region contiguous to the

initiation zone but distinct from it, they are supposed to contain a geometrical point called centre,

which remains in the initiation zone: at initiation time, the whole defect is reduced to this centre.

A defect system fulfilling the eight above hypotheses will be called a reference defect system.

25 - Evolution function

The size of a defect being referred to as 1, hypothesis 8 implies that a function Z(Lt) can be

defined, which is, at time t, the total number of defects of sizes higher than 1. per extent unit of the

initiation zone. This two-variable function contains all the knowable information on the global

configuration of the reference defect system considered, during its evolution in a particular test. This

function, conveniently called evolution function, a priori depends on the type of test and, in particular,

on the initial physicochemical conditions, and on possible imposed or spontaneous variations of

physicochemical parameters during the test.

À
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2.6 - Initiation rate. Growth rate. Evolution parameters

A defect will be considered to initiate at the initiation time ta if and only if, for dta bi-in t, as small

a positive time interval as wished:

- the size of the defect is nil at the time ta - dta (the defect is not yet initiated);

- this size 1 is strictly positive at ta + dta.

With this convention, and taking into account hypotheses 1, 3 and 6, the evolution of a given

reference defect system in a given test is, at each time, completely characterized, as regards initiation,

by the initiation rate function w(t), i.e. the number of defects initiating, at time t, per unit of time and

per unit of extent of the initiation zone. Between t and t + dt, the probability for a defect to initiate in

a siven part of extent S of the initiation zone is Sw(t)dt. The total density of defects at time t '.s :

Wt(t) = Z(0.0) + W(t) = Z(O1O) + \ w(t)dt.
FO

0,0) + I

Similarly, hypotheses 1. 3, 4 and 7 imply that, at each time, the system is completely

characterized, as regards growth, by the growth raid function v(l,t), i.e. the size increase, at time t, per

unit of time, of a defect having reached the size 1: v(l,t) = dl/dt.

Both functions w(t) and v(l.t) express the kinetic behaviour of the system in the particular

conditions of the given test. Considering the case where mathematical expressions for representing

these experimental functions w(t) and v(l,t) are known, it must be noted that these expressions

necessarily include, beside the variables 1 and t. other parameters, constant in the given test, but

depending on the test. These parameters will be generally referred to as evolution parameters, but

more precise designations can be used according to the type of reference defect system considered:

for instance, in cracking (or pitting) processes, it seems more convenient to designate the evolution

parameters as cracking (orpitting) parameters. Since these parameters depend on the type of test, they

are extrinsic evolution parameters.

2.7 - Initiation law. Growth law. Intrinsic cracking parameters

It will be proved that, provided the initial defect distribution be known, the knowledge of both

functions w(t) and v(l,t) is sufficient for completely characterizing the configuration, at any time, of a

reference defect system in a given test, in other words, for calculating the evolution function and all

derived morphological parameters. However, these rate functions generally do not permit any

prediction for another type of test. For this purpose, initiation rate w and growth rate v must no

longer be expressed as functions of time t, but of relevant physicochemical and/or morphological
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parameters, "relevant" meaning here independent of the type of test and calculable as functions of

time t in various particular tests. Considering the case where mathematical expressions for

representing w and v as functions of the relevant parameters are known, it must be noted that such

expressions also include other parameters which completely characterize the evolution of the

reference defect system considered in various particular test, and thus have to be designated as

intrinsic evolution parameters. The relations between w (respectively v), the relevant physicochemical

(and/or morphological) parameters, and the intrinsic evolution parameters can be called respectively:

initiation law and growth law.

3 - BASIC RELATIONS FOR LOCAL Mils

Considering a test on a reference delect system in the general case of a not nil initial

distribution characterized by the function Z0(I) = Z(l.O), it must be remarked firstly that, at any time

t. the defect distribution can always be considered as formed of two parts:

- a first part includes the defects resulting from the growth of the initial distribution, then of

sizes higher than lomax(t), the size, at time t, of defects initiated at time zero;

- a second part includes the defects of sizes lower than lOmax(t) initiated between times zero and

t: the density of these defects is W(t) at time t. This remarkable feature results from hypothesis 5

(absence of overtaking). It can then be written:

Z(Lt) = Z0[I0(Lt)] + W[ta(l,t)] (1)

with Lj(Lt) the size, at time zero, of a defect that, at time t, is of size 1 and ta(l,t) the initiation time of a

defect that, at time t, has reached the size 1, these two functions being conventionally considered to be

nil respectively for 1 values lower than lomax(t) and for 1 values higher than lflmax(t).

Considering now the expressions dta = 3ta/3l.dl + 3ta/3t.dt or dl0 = 31o/3l.dl + SySt.dt and

remarking that they both are nil for a given defect of initiation time ta or of initial size I0, and of

erowth rate v(l,t) = dl/dt, we obtain:
3ta(l,t) 3ta(l,t) 3I0(Lt) 3I0(Lt)

v(l.t) = - / or v(l,t) =
3t 31

Hence, with equation (1): 3Z(Lt) 3Z(l,t)
v(l.t) = - / (2) and w(t) =

3t 3t

3Z(0,t)
(3)

3t 31 at

Relations (1). (2) and (3) prove the existence of a one-to-one relation between the triplet of

functions w(t). v(l.t). Z0(I) and the evolution function Z(Lt). This fundamental link has a remarkable

consequence: if the function Zd.t) relative to a given test on a reference defect system has been

A
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experimentally determined, then a mere mathematical treatment can always lead, at least

theoretically, to the unambiguous calculation of both initiation and growth rate functions and hence

of the extrinsic evolution parameters.

4-A MATHEMATICAL METHOD FOR GETTLNG TO INITIATION LAW AND TO GROWTH

LAW

4.1 • Analytical representations

Practically, the method outlined above gives access to numerical values of both initiation and

growth rate functions for different numerical values of 1 and t, but considering the necessarily limited

number of experimental determinations and for precision reasons, it remains always possible to

propose several different analytical expressions for these functions. It is suggested to call analytical

representation a couple of such expressions for the initiation rate function and the growth rate

function. It will be convenient for further explanations to use for these analytical representations, the

following form:
Pill

P lg l

fLi • Pli2'Pli3.-'Pliy)

2- Plg3. • - Plgz)

where lu and tu are arbitrary constants homogeneous to a length and to a time respectively. fu and flg

are dimensionless functions of dimensionless parameters. Pi1I,..., Pi;y are extrinsic initiation

parameters and p l g l , ..., p l g z are extrinsic growth parameters. Subscript 1 is for the first knowledge

level of the representation (the level of extrinsic parameters). Such a representation will be called

reduced when using a minimal number of dimensionless parameters.

4.2 - Determination of extrinsic evolution parameters. Evaluation parameters

The ability of a given reduced analytical representation to correctly describe experimental

results can be evaluated from two different points of view: firstly, the theoretical Z(U) function

calculated, from this representation, with equation (1) must fit. for each given time, the

corresponding experimental function. Secondly, the evolution parameters corresponding to the best

fits at different times, have to be independent on time. In order to evaluate these two requirements, it

is suggested to introduce two types of evaluation parameters:

- a fit parameter efl[, varying between 0 and 100^c, characterizing the quality of the fit for a given

series of Z and 1 values at a given time, and :he mean value of the different e.-u obtained for different
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test times, called tnrn;

- an independence parameter e ^ , varying between O and 100%, characterizing the lack of

correlation between the evolution parameters and time.

Practically, the following procedure is proposed:

- for given values of parameters p l i 2 to p l i y and p l g l to p l g 2 , the parameters p i u are calculated

to give the best fit, for each test time. The corresponding values of mfit and e ^ are calculated;

- these determinations are repeated when varying successively the values of all parameters p l i 2

to p l i v and p l g l to p l gz , until a maximal value of mril is obtained;

- the same procedure is then used to obtain a maximal value of eind.

An "ideal" analytical representation would provide these two maxima for the same values of the

evolution parameters. In practice, the "proximity" of these two maxima is an indication of the validity

of the representation. In order to quantify this proximity, it is convenient to consider the value s'md of

emd obtained when the maximum of mfil is reached, the value m'flt of rri(-lt obtained when the

maximum of e^j is reached and to calculate the mean value eval of e'ln(] and m'fjt. This parameter e ^

will be referred to as validity parameter. It gives a quantitative evaluation of the pertinence of the

choice for an analytical representation. This information is of uppermost interest since it makes the

way firm in modeling effort.

4-3 - To intrinsic evolution parameters

A given test on a reference defect system can be performed with an imposed variation of a

global physicochemical parameter, this variation being defined by one or several test parameters (for

example, the variation rate). In this case, once an appropriate analytical representation has been

chosen, applying the method described hereabove to the results of tests performed at different values

of test parameters, leads to the calculation of first level evolution parameters as functions of test

parameters. With the choice of suitable analytical expressions for these dependences, the second

knowledge level is reached: second level evolution parameters characterize the behaviour of the given

reference defect system in any test performed with any values of the given test parameters. Up to this

stage, the proposed method was fully "automatic1, but here, this merely phenomenological approach

probably reaches its ultimate limit. To go further, up to intrinsic evolution parameters, one has to

know the meaning of time t in terms of physicochemical and/or morphological parameters, which can

be obtained by a feedback between mechanistic studies and phenomenoloaical considerations, as
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suggested hereafter. General mechanistic knowledge leads to propose a few physicochemical and/or

morphological parameters as relevant. Time t in the second level analytical representation can then

be expressed as function of these parameters, which gives tentative initiation and growth laws. These

laws permit one to calculate new representations as functions of 1 and t for other series of tests than

that of the initial second level representation. These new representations have to be confirmed

experimentally. If not, other parameters have to be chosen as relevant and the procedure repeated,

up to accordance. The use of this method calls for the following precisions. Time t in second level

representation is unambiguously related to physicochemical and/or morphologic.il parameters, only if

these parameters are global (see hypothesis 2). If not, it also depends on size 1. Therefore, since

parameters proposed, from mechanistic considerations, as relevant, are usually local parameters, a

choice will have to be made for the expression of t : either as function of 1 and the supposed relevant

local parameters or as function of global parameters only, but chosen among those on which the

supposed relevant local parameters depend. This latter choice will be preferred as leading to

initiation and growth laws including only global parameters, so easier to use for behaviour predictions

in practical situations. In these laws, possible local influences will be reflected by parameter 1.

5 - TRACE EVOLUTION FUNCTION

In number of practical situations with solid systems, the experimental function Z(l,t) is not, or

not easily, accessible directly. In these cases however, it is often possible to interrupt a test at a given

time by "freezing" the system and to determine the distribution of defect traces in a given "observation

plane". This procedure, repeated for identical solids in identical conditions, except for the

interruption times, gives access to the defect trace evolution function Zt(lt,t) defined in the same way

as the defect evolution function Z(l.t). The link between these two functions will be precised

hereafter. For this, a planar (respectively three-dimensional) initiation zone is considered and a

linear (respectively planar) section is defined as the intersection between the initiation zone and a

given observation plane. With lt being the size of a trace given by a defect of size 1 which has its centre

at a distance y of the section, it does not drastically restrict generality to assume that the shapes of the

individual defects are sufficiently "regular" to be described by a function v = fs(lt,l,t) continuously

decreasing with I1 increasing and such as 1 = lt for y = O. It can then be noticed that the

- Ss3Z t(l t,t)/Sl;.dl t traces that, at time t, and on an extent Ssof the section, are of sizes between l t

and lt + dlj. come from defects of centres situated in two half-planes (or half-spaces), at distances of

f J
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the section that, for defects of size 1, are between y and y + dy, with dy = - afs(I,,l,t)/31t.dlt. The extent

of each of the two zones being Ss dy, integrating for all the defects they contain leads to:

nax(t) 3fs(lt,l,t)
dl (4)

31t Jl1 Bl1 31

1 ft) beine the maximal defect size at time t. Therefore, if the evolution of the shape of the

individual defects, described by function fs, is known, relation (4) leads to function Zt(lt,t) from

function Z(l,t). The inverse transformation is more problematic, but it remains possible to calculate

evaluation parameters, using Zt(lt,t) instead of Z(U) and so, to screen different possible expressions

for initiation rate and growth rate functions.

In the particular ^ase of a system formed by triangular (or conical) defects, keeping their shape

constant with time, function fs(lt,U) is reduced to a(l-lt). So, equation (4) is remarkably simplified

;ind, for tests without initial defect distribution, it gives:

nax(0f
= 2 a

Jl1

Z(It.t) (5)

6 - APPLICATION TO STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

The aim of this section is to illustrate the methodology described hereabove on an example of

localized corrosion: the intergranular stress corrosion cracking of Alloy 600, a widespread and

worrying problem of nuclear industry, affecting the steam generators of pressurized water reactors

[2]. Tests considered are constant extension rate tests (CERTs) performed at 360°C in primary water.

Experimental conditions and a few results were already presented in [3-4]. These experimental data

were further analysed, using the recently developed method of validity parameters: this analysis is still

in progress but its present state is outlined here to serve as an example of reasoning.

6.1 - Growth rate and initiation rate

A reduced analytical expression constituted by a power function for w and a staircase function

for v was proposed in [3]: it can be rewritten as:

Plil l Pli2
w(t) = ( ) (a)

= Plgi Pig3 H( - P l g 2)]

with H(x) being the Heaviside function (H(x) = 0 for x < 0 and H(x) = 1 for x > 0). Neglecting any

possible initial crack distribution, assuming a constant triangular shape for the cracks (equation (5)



with a = 2) and using a software calculating evaluation parameters based on crack trace depth

distributions, leaù, for a series of eight interrupted CERTs performed at an extension rate of

2.5 x 10"7S-1, to a fit parameter mfit of 91% with, for lu = 1 (im and ^ = I h : p u l = 3.5 x 10 ~L1,

p l i 2 = 2.2, p l g l = 0.354, P ^ 2 = 59, p l g 3 = 9.03, but the corresponding independence parameter is

very low (10%) and no maximum of e ^ does exist in the vicinity of the one found for nifil. The

nearest e ^ maximum found is for p112 equal to - 0.9, which would give a validity parameter ev.al of

44Cc, but for such a large distance between maxima, the significance of eval is questionable. Keeping

the same expression for initiation, the expression of the growth rate function can be generalize j , in

the following form:

L i t 1 1
v(l-0 = Pigi )Plg2 •) + Php H<. ( 7 )

In this case, the validity parameter becomes equal to 919c with, for the maximum of mf;t (respectively

e lmi in parentheses) : p h l = 4.87 x 10"6 (4.77 xlO"6), p l l 2 = - 0.46 (-0.46), p l g l = 1.33 (1.33),

Pi2 , = 0.371 (0.371), p l g 3 = - 0.747 (- 0.747), p lg4 = 49.7 (48.8), p l g5 = 16.4 ( 16.4). This remarkable

improvement is not due to the increase of the number of fitting parameters, since, by "blocking" all

the cracking parameters except for P1J1 and p1(Jl, to the respective values of P1^ = - 0-4, p ^ = 0.4,

Pi"3 = " 0-7-- P lg4 = 50, P ig5 = 16.4, the validity parameter is still better (941^). For a series of four

interrupted tests performed at a strain rate of 10-V1, the same value of 941^ is obtained either with

the same "blocking" or without blocking. Representation ((V), (?) will then be adopted, as the best

currently found.

6.2 - Second level parameters

With the results obtained at five different extension rates lying between 10"7 and 10"6S"1, and keeping

constant all the first level cracking parameters except for p l lF l and pH1 , we obtain the dependence of

these last parameters on extension rate, assimilated to global strain rate I . This dependence is well

fitted by power laws: p l g l = p 2 g l ( I t JP 2 5 2 and p l u = p : i l ( l t u )P ; i 2 with (for tu = 1 h): p , g l = 3.6,

P:g2 = °-1 5 ' Pai = 6-6 x 1O"4- P2i2 = °-~-

63 - Tentative intrinsic parameters

The decrease of growth rate v with time, expressed by the negative value of p , . , is a priori

surprising. In order to precise its meaning in terms of physicochemical and/or morphological

parameters, results of tests other than CERTs are needed. With this aim in view, constant load tests
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were considered and the. empirical expression commonly proposed for time to rupture in these tests

[2J admitted: tf = kLtu ( a / a j - 4 (8)

a being the true global stress.

Evolution of mechanical parameters in CERTs and in constant load tests are also needed. The

following expressions were assumed to be valid:

for CERTs [3]: CT = Ic2CT11(Et)O-1 (9)

and e = ê . t (10)

for constant load tests [5, 6]: ê tu = k3 (ff/au)2 (t/tu)-°-47 (11)

From preliminary results obtained at 36O0C on the same heat of Alloy 600 as the one used in

CERTs, numerical values of Ic1, k2, k3 were estimated to be of about: kl = I x 1015, k2 = 1.6 x ItP,

k3 = 2 x 1O"U (for au = 1 MPa and tu = 1 h). The hereafter mentioned procedure has then be

followed. Going on with extensive use of power functions (as often done in empirical modeling), time

t in equations (6) and (7) is replaced by power functions of a, or e, or W, or lmax, compatible with

equation (9) or (10) or (b) or (7). Products of two power functions of these parameters were also

used. By then replacing, in the resulting equations, e by its expression in constant load tests, given by

(U) , the expression of v in a constant load test is obtained. Integration leads to 1 as function oft. With

the assumption that the sharp increase of growth rate of the first crack that reaches the critical depth

P1Jj4I11 causes immediate failure, t,- can be calculated as a power function of a. This method appeared

v* v to be highly selective, the exponen t of a and the factor Ic1 being usually found comple te ly different of

those given in equation (8). However , a combinat ion of a and W was found to give a solution, leading

ix - to the tentative initiation and growth laws:

K a

e ' - " ( )i-35 (WL1I)-I-SO (12)

= k g
' 1er 1 1 1er 1
H (, - ) r k H ( - )l

J'J
(13)

with for lu = 1 (im, ^ = I h and a = 1 MPa: k; = 4.79 x U>14, ko = 2.32 x IO"13,1 = 50 k = 16.4.

This result has to be taken with an extreme caution, since it does not take into account experimental

crack trace size distributions in constant load tests, which ars not yet available. If valid, laws ( 12) and

( 13) could mean that the presence of cracks at the surface of the ailov decreases local stresses, thus
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decreasing both initiation and growth rates.

6.4 - Future work

The most important validation work to be performed is a detailed study of the shape of small

cracks: if the assumption of triangular cracks appears to be too rough, equation (4) will be used.

When available, crack trace size distributions in constant load tests will be used to confirm or modify

the laws proposed in equations (12) and (13). This could also be done by analysis of statistical data,

such those concerning crack initiation times in reverse U-bend tests. Once validated, equations ( 12)

and (13), or similar expressions, would be a very powerful tool for prediction of lifetime in complex

situations. Moreover, higher knowledge level will be obtained by elucidating the dependence of k; and

ka on temperature, metallurgical factors, pH and hydrogen content of water, etc... Search for more

suitable analytical functions will also be carried on, with the help of validity parameter: in particular,

it would be ot interest to introduce in the initiation function the possibility of saturation of initiation

sites, and also the existence of an incubation period.

7 - CONCLUSION

The method presented here is liable to be of use in a large number of phenomena with the only

common characteristic being that they involve initiation steps and growth steps. It constitutes a

merely phenomenological modeling with both following series of potential applications:

- to improve fundamental knowledge on phenomena by giving a "screening test" for the various

possible mechanistic models;

- to provide engineers with a prediction tool.
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